Isabella I of Castile - Wikipedia
Isabella I (Spanish: Isabel I, 22 April 1451 – 26 November 1504) was Queen of Castile from 1474 until she died in 1504, reigning over a dynastically unified Spain jointly with her husband, King Ferdinand II of Aragon. She was Queen of Aragon after Ferdinand ascended in 1479. Together they are known as the Catholic Monarchs. After a struggle to claim the throne, Isabella ...

Ferdinand of Aragon marries Isabella of Castile - HISTORY
Feb 09, 2010 - Ferdinand of Aragon marries Isabella of Castile in Valladolid, thus beginning a cooperative reign that would unite all the dominions of Spain and elevate the nation to ...

Descendants of Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabella I of Castile
Ferdinand II of Aragon's marriage to Isabella I of Castile produced seven children, five of whom survived birth and lived to adulthood. They arranged strategic political marriages for all of these children to powerful monarchs and well-connected women. Although several isolations were cut short and the rest initially intermarried to form a close-knit group centered around the House of ... 

Isabella I | Biography, Reign, & Facts | Britannica
Nov 22, 2021 - Isabella I, queen of Castile (1474–1504) and of Aragon (1479–1504), ruling the two kingdoms jointly from 1479 with her husband, Ferdinand II of Aragon. Their rule effectuated the permanent union of Spain and the beginning of an overseas empire in the New World, led by Christopher Columbus under Isabella’s sponsorship. 

Ferdinand II | Biography, Facts, Accomplishments, & Isabella I
Ferdinand II, Joint Monarch Ferdinand the Catholic, Spanish: Fernando El Católico, (born March 10, 1452, Seo, Aragon [Spain]—died January 23, 1516, Madrigalejo, Spain), king of Aragon and king of Castile (as Ferdinand V) from 1479, joint sovereign ...

Biography of Isabella I, Queen of Spain - ThoughtCo
Nov 06, 2020 - Marriage: Isabella married Ferdinand of Aragon, a second cousin, in October 1469 without Henry's approval. The cardinal of Valencia, Rodrigo Borja (later Pope Alexander VI), helped Isabella and Ferdinand obtain the necessary papal dispensation, but the couple still had to resort to pretenses and disguises to carry out the ceremony in Valladolid. Henry withdrew his ...

Why did Isabella and Ferdinand sponsor Columbus in 1492
Isabella and Ferdinand are known for completing the Reconquista, ordering the expulsion of Muslims and Jews from Spain, for supporting and financing Christopher Columbus's 1492 voyage that led to the discovery of the New World by Europeans, and for the establishment of Spain as a major power in Europe and much of the ...

Isabella and Ferdinand | World History
Jul 02, 2017 - Henry died in December 1474 and Isabella was proclaimed Queen. She asserted her rights when Ferdinand insisted taking precedence. The government agreed Isabella was the true heiress of Castile and Ferdinand's authority derived from her. Ferdinand was not happy but Isabella managed to soothe his wounded vanity and make him see reason.

Queen Isabella - The Voyage of Christopher Columbus
Columbus had sought an audience from the monarchs Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabella I of Castile, who had united many kingdoms in the Iberian Peninsula by marrying, and were ruling together. On 1 May 1486, permission having been granted, Columbus presented his plans to Queen Isabella, who, in turn, referred it to a committee.

The Madness of Juana of Castile - The Tudor Society
Thank you to regular contributor Heather R. Darsey for this article on Juana of Castile who has gone down in history as "Juana la Loca," Juana of Castile, known as Juana la Loca or Juana la Mad, was the elder sister of Catherine of Aragon and sister-in-law to Henry VIII of England. Juana married Philip the Handsome in 1496, when she was 16.

History of Spain - Overview - ThoughtCo
Oct 04, 2019 - Key People from the History of Spain. Ferdinand and Isabella 1452 - 1516 / 1451 - 1504 Known as the Catholic Monarchs because of their faith, Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile married in 1469; both came to power in 1479, Isabella after a civil war. They united the kingdoms of Aragon, Castile and several other regions under one monarchy and sponsored the ...

castle for isabella isabella ferdinand
Billionaire owner of Chelsea qualifies under Portugal’s naturalisation scheme for descendants of Sephardic Jews
roman abramovich gains eu citizenship via portuguese passport
Medieval Europe was no place for the timid; however, there was law and order to make life a little more tolerable. Here's an overview of law enforcement, medieval style!

enforcing the law in medieval europe
People assume that King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella financed Columbus' journey. But according to Charles Garcia of CNN, two conversos, Louis De Santangel and Gabriel Sanchez, along with the prominent

castile for isabella isabella ferdinand
Unfortunately for the people who found themselves being ruled by these seven mad monarchs, they found themselves drawing the shortest of short straws.

i 'fear i am not in my perfect mind'; 7 mentally-ill monarchs from history
By 1492, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, whose marriage had allied the Catholic kingdoms of Aragon and Castile, had conquered Granada, the last stronghold of Al-Andalus, the name by which

people and ideas: europe
Civil war in both Castile and Aragon in the 1460s divided the country into numberless local areas of conflict and threatened to provoke anarchy. The accession of Ferdinand and Isabella to the throne

books
Civil war in both Castile and Aragon in the 1460s divided the country into numberless local areas of conflict and threatened to provoke anarchy. The accession of Ferdinand and Isabella to the throne

erdogan plays out islamic ‘reconquista’ with hajia sophia as backdrop
In Spain, in seventy communities in Castile and thirty-six in Aragon the Spanish Grand Inquisitor under Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand, presided over the death of more than two thousand

why the Jews? answer number 1,800,018
To understand this business model, one must first take a brief detour into Jewish history. On March 31, 1492, Queen Isabella I of Castile and King Ferdinand II of Aragon issued the Alhambra Decree, which requires Jews of Spain to...

meet portugalis, the company helping jews claim portuguese citizenship
There can be no question that anyone would have been shaken by the events that transpired in the Memphis, Tennessee, home of singer Al Green in the early morning hours of October 18, 1974, when an

soul singer al green is attacked in his own bathtub
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